June Featured Member: Dominion Due Diligence Group

Dominion Due Diligence Group (D3G) – VAEEC
May Featured Member of the Month— is headquartered in Richmond, Virginia. D3G, established in 1994 by Robert E. Hazelton, provides national full-service environmental and engineering real estate due diligence. D3G’s third party reporting is used for HUD-FHA, Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD), Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, conventional lending and property transactions. With a focus on affordable housing, elderly care facilities and historical rehabilitation, D3G is currently the largest due-diligence consulting firm in the nation.

Important Announcements!

Please join the Office of the Secretary of Commerce and Trade and the Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy for the Virginia Energy Plan Stakeholder Kickoff
On Monday, June 25, 2018 - 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM
MAPA Releases Regional Toolkit

The Mid-Atlantic PACE Alliance, or MAPA, recently released its much anticipated Regional Toolkit for DC, Maryland, and Virginia localities interested in Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy, or C-PACE, financing. The toolkit provides guidance, resources, and best practices to encourage the growth of C-PACE within the region.

Upcoming Events

Viridiant Lecture and Summer Solstice Social

June 21st from 3pm-6pm @ Three Notch’d

Join VAEEC Member Viridiant for a building science lecture on What’s New in Single Family Certification: EarthCraft House and Energy Guarantees, plus their annual Summer Solstice Social. Free drink ticket provided to everyone who attends the lecture and sticks around for the social!

WEBINAR: Building Envelope Improvements in Large Buildings

June 26, 2018 (Members Only)

Join us for this webinar to explore thermal envelope commissioning and approaches for energy retrofits to building shells.

Speakers:
Philip Agee, Technical Director, Viridiant
Gary Hagan, Principal, CMTA Inc.

Recent Blog Posts

Utility Program Update

Since the end of the General Assembly session back in March, there have been quite a few updates on utility energy efficiency programs. Some of you may have attended our spring breakout session on utility programs.

VAEEC members can get a deeper dive into these updates by visiting our Member Resources page.

Energy Efficient Tips for Gatherings

It is that time of year for folks to be hosting a gathering of some sort. Whether it be for Father’s Day, a Graduation Party, Fourth of July Celebration, or just a summer cookout, being more energy efficient will ensure you stay within your party budget.

We have put together tips on how to make your next summer gathering energy efficient.

Charlottesville’s Better Building Challenge

VAEEC member Charlottesville is offering local businesses the opportunity to participate in the US Department of Energy’s Better Building Challenge. Started by a partnership with Better World Betty and LEAP in 2010, the challenge has provided Charlottesville organizations with a way to create friendly competition while cutting energy costs and leaving a positive impact on their community.
Energy efficiency is good for climate, consumers and industry – so why undermine it? (Euractive)

ON THE MARKET: Elegance and energy-efficiency (InsideNOVA)

Exposing Indoor Air Quality: Monitoring And Energy Efficiency Are Helping (Forbes)

Efficiency and renewables: the dream team for a clean energy future (Steven Nadel, Executive Director ACEEE)

Virginia efficiency programs due for windfall, but will it be well spent? (Energy News)